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Summary

In the EcoDrive Zero Inertia (ZI) project several improvements to the automotive driveline with
an internal combustion engine and a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) were realized.
These improvements aimed at improving driveability and fuel consumption and were achieved by
adding a planetary gear set and a flywheel. When a Stop-Go function is added to this driveline,
two extra clutches are needed. This Stop-Go function halts the engine at a vehicle standstill (e.g. at
traffic lights or an opened bridge) and provides a simultaneous engine startup and vehicle launch
when the ride is continued. In order to control this ZI Stop-Go transmission additional
information about the system compared to a conventional CVT has to be known, among which is
the direction of rotation ofthe primary pulley. The traineeship covered in this report concerns the
determination of the direction of rotation and how to do this in a robust way. Also covered are the
choice of sensor type and some additional hydraulics work that was carried out. An algorithm is
created that determines the speed and the direction of rotation ofa primary pulley in a CVT. An
assembly oftwo digital inductive sensors provides the information needed by this algorithm. This
assembly is tested on a specially made test set-up consisting ofa single primary pulley that is
driven by an electric motor. Two types of proximity sensors are compared and the appropriate
type is selected and tested using the test set-up. The algorithm works adequately in simulations.
When future tests show that the combination of algorithm and sensors is sufficiently robust, it
can be incorporated in the ZI Stop-Go transmission control software.
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Samenvatting

In het EcoDrive Zero Inertia (ZI) project zijn enkele verbeteringen aan een
automobielaandrijflijn, bestaande uit een interne verbrandingsmotor en Continu Variabele
Transmissie (CVT), gerealiseerd. Deze verbeteringen hebben tot doel de rijdbaarheid en het
brandstofVerbruik te verbeteren en bestaan uit het toevoegen van een planetaire tandwielset en
een vliegwiel aan de aandrijflijn. Als dan ook nog een Stop-Go functie wordt toegevoegd zijn twee
extra koppelingen nodig. Deze Stop-Go functie stopt de verbrandingsmotor bij een stilstaand
voertuig (bijv. voor verkeerslichten of een openstaande brug) en voorziet in een gelijktijdige
motorstart en wegrijden van het voertuig als de rit wordt vervolgd. Om deze ZI Stop-Go
transmissie te regelen is additionele informatie nodig in vergelijking met een conventionele CVT,
waaronder de draairichting van de primaire pulley. De stage, beschreven in dit verslag, behandelt
de draairichtingsbepaling van een primaire pulley. Daamaast wordt aandacht besteed aan de
keuze van het sensortype en wordt wat zijdelings werk aan de hydrauliek van de ZI Stop-Go
transmissie beschreven. Een algorithme is gemaakt dat de snelheid en draairichting van een
primaire pulley in een CVT bepaalt. Een samenstelling van 2 ingegoten sensoren verzorgt de
informatie die het algorithme nodigt heeft. Deze samenstelling van sensoren is getest op een
speciaal gemaakte testopstelling, bestaande uit een losse primaire pulley die wordt aangedreven
door een electromotor. Twee types afstandssensoren zijn met elkaar vergeleken en de meest
geschikte is gekozen en gebruikt in de tests. Het algorithme werkt goed in simulaties, maar de
samenstelling van sensoren zorgt ervoor dat de draairichtingsbepaling met vlekkeloos werkt. Als
toekomstige tests uitwijzen dat de combinatie van algorithme en sensores voldoende robuust is,
kan het worden ondergebracht in de regelsoftware van de ZI Stop-Go transmissie.
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1. Introduction

This report concerns the traineeship assignment performed within the Ecodrive project at the
department of Mechanical Engineering at the Eindhoven University ofTechnology, hereafter to
be called TV Ie.

The Ecodrive project had two main project parts. One part ofthe project, called EcoDrive SI
(System Integrated driveline), concentrated merely on the integration and adaptation ofthe
engine and CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission) concept, such that fuel economy and
driveability could be improved. The aim ofthe second part, called EcoDrive HY (HYbrid
driveline), was to invent, design, build and test a new powertrain with CVT and secondary power
source that saves 25 % offuel on the New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) with respect to a 5-speed
manual transmission vehicle and that constitutes a driveability level comparable to commerciably
available mid-sized passenger cars. This project was later renamed into the EcoDrive 21 project.
The first part was primarily a cooperation ofVDT (Van Doorne's Transmissie) in Tilburg and
TNO Automotive in Delft, whereas in the second part VDT and TUIe worked together. The
Ecodrive Project started back in 1997 and formally finalized at the end of2001. The findings of
the EcoDrive 21 project are described in three theses [Vroemen, 2001; Serrarens, 2001; Druten,
van, 2001].

The final result of their theses included a testrig with a CVT transmission. This transmission is
modified, so that it has two additional clutches and a flywheel, making it the lay-out of a 21 Stop
Go transmission, as described by [Vroemen, 2001].

As Vroemen was in the final stage ofhis PhD project, there were still some small practical issues
to sort out, the main ofwhich was the issue ofdetermining the direction ofrotation of the
primary shaft. In a conventional CVT this is not necessary, as it is always clear in which direction
the primary shaft rotates. When in Drive, the primary shaft rotates in a positive direction and
when in Reverse, it rotates in a negative direction. Therefore, in the 21 controller which does not
include the Stop-Go function, only the absolute value ofthe angular velocity is used.

This traineeship concentrates on implementing a means of determining the direction of rotation
ofthe primary pulley in an existing CVT. In Chapter 2 the 21 transmission lay-out is depicted and
the Stop-Go function is explained. Chapter 3 concerns the adaptation of the software that controls
the 21 transmission, needed to implement the determination ofthe direction of rotation. Also the
influence of accelerations on the accuracy of the algorithm is studied. Different types of sensors
are shown in Chapter 4 and the sensor selection is elaborated. Chapter 5 deals with the hydraulics
modifications that were carried out during the traineeship.

5
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2. ZI Stop-Go

In this chapter the ZI Stop-Go transmission lay-out and the Stop-Go function are described.
Finally the relevance oflmowing the direction of rotation of the primary pulley is discussed.

2.1. ZI Stop-Go transmission lay-out

The Stop-Go system used in the ZI driveline halts the engine during full vehicle stops and
facilitates a new vehicle launch by starting the engine and launching the vehicle at the same time.
Compared to a conventional CVT, there are two extra clutches ( Cs and Cf ), a planetary gearset and
a flywheel, see figure 2.1. The secondary clutch ( Cs ) disengages the secondary pulley from the
secondary shaft. In a conventional CVT the secondary pulley would be rigidly attached to the
secondary shaft. The flywheel clutch ( Cf ) separates the secondary shaft from the secondary gear
which connects to the carrier ofthe planetary gear stage. This clutch is used to disconnect the
flywheel from the drivetrain, which has to be done at a vehicle speed where the flywheel speed
and thus its kinetic energy would be sufficient for both a restart ofthe engine and a vehicle
launch. To enable the flywheel system to simultaneously speed up the engine and the vehicle, the
secondary clutch is needed to decouple the CVT from the driveline, because the primary and
secondary shafts rotate in different directions during the Start and Brake phase. This will be
explained further on in this chapter.

Torque converter lockup
clutch C 1~

Engine

Flywheel

Flywheel clutch C f

figure 2.1: schematic overview ofthe ZI Stop-Go transmission
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2.2. Stop-Go

The Stop-Go function consists of four stages, see figure 2.2. At the start of Stop-Go the engine

speed and vehicle speed are both zero, while the flywheel is rotating at an angular velocity w/ .

initial Start Brake Sync End

Cf g][p q]p ~ q][p
c i g] g][p q][p ~[p

c r q][p q][p

g] [p = open = slipping = closed

figure 2.2: Stop-Go stages

At the beginning ofthe Start phase, clutches Cr and Cz must be closed, because the flywheel has to
be able to transmit power to the engine. The clutch pressure is supplied by a hydraulic
accumulator as the engine-driven hydraulic pump cannot deliver when the engine is not running.
Cr is closed to invert the negative primary pulley speed, thus avoiding speeding up the engine in
the wrong direction. To enable a negative secondary pulley speed and a positive secondary shaft
speed simultaneously, the secondary clutch Cs needs to be open. As the torque converter can not
transmit any negative torque, lock-up clutch Cz has to be closed. Cfis slipping, so that the vehicle
is launched while the engine is being started. When the engine has reached its ignition speed, the
Start phase is finished and the Brake phase is initiated.

During the Brake phase Cd starts closing while Cr is still closed (or opening but still transmitting
torque). This results in the primary pulley speed dropping to zero. This is necessary because the
primary pulley speed needs to be converted from negative (in the Start phase) to positive (in the
Sync(hronization) phase). Simultaneously, Cz must be opened to prevent the engine from being
braked.

When the primary pulley speed has reached zero, Cr must be opened for the engine to be able to
speed up the vehicle via the planetary gear stage. This happens in the Sync phase, during which Cf
is fully closed (not slipping any more). The engine speeds up the primary and secondary pulley,
decreasing the speed difference between the secondary pulley and the secondary shaft.

7
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When the latter speeds have become (nearly) equal, C can close, entering the End phase. The
drivetrain structure in the End phase is equal to that ofthe ZI driveline with open Torque
Converter (TC). The Stop-Go function is described in more detail in [Verhagen, 2000].

The rotational speed of the primary shaft 0) p , together with the rotational speed of the secondary

shaft 0) s is used to calculate the CVT ratio rev1 =0) s 10) p • As this ratio is used in the CVT

controller, 0) p has to be known, even in the ZI transmission without the Stop-Go system. An

elaborate description of CVT control is given in [Stouten, 2000].

2.3. Direction of rotation

Especially during the Start, Brake and Sync phase it is important to know in which direction the
primary shaft rotates, because C is not (fully) closed. In a (ZI) CVT without the Stop-Go system,
the primary and secondary shaft always rotate in the same direction. This is also true in a ZI CVT
with Stop-Go, but only when it is not in the Start or Brake phase. When the controller has to
decide whether the secondary clutch Cs can be closed, it has to be sure that not only the speeds of
the secondary pulley and secondary shaft are nearly equal, but also that both shafts are rotating in
the same direction. During the complete Stop-Go process the secondary shaft rotates in one
direction only, apart from the very start, when it is standing still. The primary shaft and pulley
however rotate in a negative direction during the Start and Brake phase and change direction
during the transition from the Brake to the Sync phase.

8
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3. Determining the direction of rotation

This chapter deals with the main subject of this traineeship which is the design of an algorithm
that can determine the direction of rotation ofthe primary shaft in a ZI Stop-Go transmission. In
the first section it is discussed why this algorithm is needed. Then the actual algorithm is
described. The final part of this chapter deals with a short discussion about its robustness.

3.1. Introduction

As stated, especially during the Brake and Sync phase it is important to detect the direction of
rotation ofthe primary pvJley.

figure ].1: CVT variator with primary pulley with 22 teeth (upper lift)

The primary pulley, as shown in figure F (left pulley), has a number ofteeth nt of 22 [-]. During

the two aforementioned phases the speed of the primary shaft co p is likely not to be exceeding

500 [rpm]. The speed ratio of reverse gear in the DNR set r,. is -0.885 [-]. In Drive the maximum

engine speed CO e and the maximum primary pulley speed cop are 6.0'~I03 [rpm]. In Reverse the

maximum pulley speed is CO e x rr =-5. 3-JcI03[rpm]. The current speed sensor, which senses the

teeth, is connected to a dSPACE Timing and Digital I/0 Board DS4002 which uses the function
DS4002FTOD to generate a value for the frequency from the square wave input signal given by

the speed sensor. A primary pulley speed cop of 6.0*ro3[rpm] yields a frequency of

9
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00 p x n/ 160 =2.2*I03 [Hz]. The DS4002 board works at a speed of 5.0;cI06 [Hz], so primary pulley

speeds up to 6.0*103 [rpm] can be handled easily. This value for the frequency is sent to the CVT
controller software, which translates it into a rotational speed ofthe primary pulley. In order to
determine the direction of rotation, the output from the proximity sensors is needed. An
algorithm will then determine the speed from this periodic input signal. Because of

computational demands, the controller software runs at a sampling frequency Is of3500 [Hz], so

it will not be possible to reconstruct the speed out ofa square wave input signal at primary pulley
speeds ffi p of 6.0,·cro3 [rpm]. At that primary pulley speed 2200 [teeth/5] would have to be

detected and even at a cautious 20 samples per tooth (or period) a sampling frequency of4;cI04

[Hz] would be needed. We only want to reconstruct the speed and direction ofrotation up to

1m p I=100 [rpm]=36,7 [teeth/s], which will be justified in section 3-3- That way we get is /00 p =95

samples per period, which should be accurate enough for reconstructing the square wave signal
and not missing any teeth.

When the primary pulley speed 1m pi exceeds 100 [rpm], the value should be obtained from the

DS4002 directly and the value for the direction ofrotation should be kept until the speed 00 p

drops below IOO [rpm], where direct reconstruction and determination of the direction of rotation
should be resumed. Also to be included is a threshold for this switching between different
methods of speed determination, which acts upon the signal, generated by the DS4002 Board.
This way unnecessary switching between the different methods of speed determination in case of
a slight difference in determined speeds by the two methods (e.g. due to rounding reasons) is
avoided. Another possibility is to always use the speed signal from the DS4002 Board and to use
this speed signal in the algorithm instead ofthe actual output from the proximity sensors.

A test setup has been realised to compare the output ofvarious types of sensors, which will be
described in Chapter 4. It consists of a primary pulley, connected to an electric motor. With a
power supply it is possible to vary the supply voltage to the motor and thus vary the pulley speed

00 p from -360 to 360 [rpm]. The pulley has 22 teeth which allows the use of geartooth sensors

such as inductive and Hall-effect sensors. 2 sensors are placed next to each other, parallel to the
path of the teeth at a radial distance of I [mm] from the teeth. This way one sensor after another
will sense a passing tooth, the time between sensing a certain tooth by each sensor being the
heart-to-heart distance between the sensor tips divided by the circumferential speed ot the teeth.

3.2. Algorithm

The actual algorithm was constructed such that it would be possible to work with an analogue
sensor, while at the end ofthe traineeschip digital inductive sensors were chosen. Therefore some
parts ofthe model, such as filters, will not be needed. Both speed and direction of rotation of the
primary pulley are determined using a MATLAB Simulink model. This will be part of the overall

10
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MATLAB Simulink model that is used to control the complete test rig, consisting oftwo electric
motors and a Stop-Go CVT.

DirectionRelay2

abs(u)+eps I I ll!>/ 1/u~
SpeedSplitJoin

figure ].2: algorithmfor determining the direction ofrotation ofa primary puUe-y

Figure 3.2 shows the algorithm used to determine the direction of rotation ofthe primary pulley.
At low pulley speeds it is also used to determine the speed of the primary pulley. This

determination of the primary pulley speed illp is described in section 3.2.1., while section 3.2.2.

deals with the determination of the direction of rotation.

3.2.1. Determination of the primary pulley speed

The signal of only one sensor is used for determining the speed. The signal from the proximity
sensor is assumed to look like figure 3.3-

Simulated inpu11rom sensor

-1

Time [s1

II
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figure ].]: assumed signal

This signal is assumed rather arbitrarily and provided by the formulae y =1- x v, and

y =-(1- xv, ) alternately, while x is set to zero at each 0.0136 [s]. The signals from both sensors

are joined (at t..he Join block) and passed through a relay function (RELAYI) to produce a square
wave signal and a hit-crossing function(Hit Crossing) to determine the rising flanks, see figure
3-4- In our case, the relay function produces I when the input is above 0.1 and it produces 0 when
the input is below 0.05. In the hit-crossing fiJ.nction, each time the signal 'hits' 0.5 from below, an
output of I is produced.

figure ].4: output ofthe relay (left) and hit-crossing (right)

The result from the hit-crossing function is split up (Split) and the output of the first sensor is

used to reset the integrator fldt (Integraton). Also this integration is delayed for one sample

period (Unit DelaYI).Figure 3.5 is the result ofIntegraton.

12
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Speed dcterm:inaUon: after integration

1im.[s}

figure 3.5: integration function, reset by one sensor

Figure 3.6 shows the contents of the block Period!.

[.03]

T()<+1)
Init

TO<)

Trigger

figure 3.6: block Periodl

Terminator

The initial value for the time between two teeth is chosen to be .03 [s], so that a safe primary
pulley speed cop of 91 [rpm] is calculated, which is just below the value after which the speed

value should to obtained directly from the DS4002 Board. This initial value is applied in block
Period!. This block holds the input value, until the trigger is applied, when a new input value is
taken and held. Therefore the integration action is delayed, so that it is made sure that the signal
is held just before the integrator is reset.
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Time betNeen two teeth

1~me:[s]

figure 3.7: time between two teeth passing a sensor

A very small value (eps) is added in order to make sure the time is not equal to zero and to allow
the next action, which is finding the reciprocal, to perform correctly. The resulting reciprocal is
multiplied by 60/22 to go from [teeth/second] to [rpm].

figure 3.8: pulleyspeed

As we can see from both figure 3.7 and 3.8, there is a small deviation in the determined speed
between 0.068 and 0.096 [s]. This is due to the peak at 0.068 [s] in figure 3.5 being slighty lower
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than those at 0.04I and 0.°96 [s]. This is caused by rounding offwhen constructing the output of
the sensors while working with a fIxed step size ofI/3500 [s].

3.2.2. Determining the direction of rotation

The time between two teeth is also used for determining the direction of rotation of the primary

pulley. An integrator fldt (Integrator2) is reset by the hit-crossing signals from both the fIrst and

second sensor through use ofthe logical OR, see fIgure 3.9.

Direction dete;minalion: aite; integration

0.01

Tim. [5]

figure 3·9: integration jUnction, reset by both sensors

Thus two values are obtained, one ofwhich is the time between a tooth passing the fIrst sensor
and passing the second sensor and the other being the time between a tooth passing the second
sensor and passing the fIrst sensor. Only the fIrst value will be used, which will later on be called
t 2 , see fIgure 3.12. This integration is also delayed by one sample period (Unit Delayz) and kept

constant and only sampled when triggered by the hit-crossing ofthe second signal (Period2,
which is equal to PeriodI). This way, the time between a tooth passing the fIrst sensor and passing
the second sensor is obtained, see figure 3.IO.

IS
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Teeth passing sensors-

sensor

Time[sl

figure 3.10: times used to calculate direction ofrotation

This value is divided by the time between two teeth passing the first sensor in block Product. If
the resulting value is smaller than 0.5, the pulley rotates in the one (positive) direction, else it
rotates in the other (negative) direction, see figure 3.II. Block RelaY2 provides a zero for a positive
direction and a one for a negative direction. At a constant velocity and a 90 [0] offset between the
two sensors Product produces 0.25 for a positive direction and 0.75 for a negative direction.

Direction

Time[s]

figure 3.11: resulting determined direction
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It takes at most 2X periods to determine the direction of rotation of a primary pulley, which at an

0) p of100 [rpm] comes down to 0.061 [s]. This corresponds to a pulley rotation of 37 raJ. Both

sensors have to sense two teeth. In figure 3.II it takes less than 0.05 [s], which is equal to 175

samples.

3.3. Discussion

In this section several failure possibilities for the algorithm are discussed, amongst which are
large accelerations and required offset between the two sensors.

The inertia ofthe primary pulley J p is 0.042 [kgm2]. Ifwe want to accelerate the primary pulley

from 100 [rpm] to -100 [rpm] in one sample period, this would imply an acceleration Gp of

7.3"(104 [radfs2] and a torque T =J p x G p of 3.1'''103 [Nm] would have to be exerted. This is the

only way that changing ofdirection could take place without being noticed. The maximum engine
torque ofthe electric motors used in the test-rig is 267 [Nm]. When in Stop-Go, the primary
pulley accelerates without being coupled to the engine and measurements show a maximum
pulley acceleration of1.2'''103 [radfs2]. This shows that it is practically impossible to change
direction unnoticed.

The procedure of determining the direction of rotation includes 2 timers and is shown in figure

3.12.

Aflerrelay

12

11

t2

11

Time[s]

figure 3.12: times used to determine the direction ofrotation
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The first timer starts when sensor I detects a tooth and stops and restarts when sensor I detects
the next tooth and produces t l • The second timer starts when sensor I detects a tooth and stops

when sensor 2 detects a tooth and produces t 2' It restarts when sensor I again detects a tooth.

The time measured by timer 2 is divided by the time measured by timer 1. If this value is below
0.5, the direction ofmotion is defined to be positive. If it is above 0.5, the direction of motion is
defined to be negative. Sensor 2 should be at a 90 [0] offset in order to achieve a maximum
discriminating power.

3.3.1. Constant direction of rotation

A situation that needs to be examined is that ofhigh accelerations and decelerations. A reasonable
value for the maximum pulley acceleration a p is 12000 [rpm/s], see [Vroemen, 2001]. Stating a

constant acceleration a and a starting velocity va, we arrive at t3 for the first X =90 [0] using

2 -Va ±~v; +2ax
x=O.5at3 +vat3, or t3=----'-----'--

a

Because a> 0 and va 20, we get

- va + ~v; + 2ax
t

3
=---"------

a

If a =a and consequently va > a,we get

At the end ofthese first 90 n the velocity has become

Thus, the time t4 for the remaining 270 [0] (3x) becomes, using 3x =a.5at; + v1t 4 ,

-VI ±~v; +6ax -at3 -vo ±~(at3 +voY +6ax
t 4 = =-------'--------

a a

Again, with a> a and va 2 a, we get

/ department of mechanical engineering
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- at3 - V0 + ~(at 3 + vo?+ 6ax
t

4
=----_...:..-------

a

And again, if a =0 and consequently Vo > 0 , we get

t
As t z is equal to t3 and t

J
is equal to t 3 + t 4 , if a > 0 and Vo ::::: 0, for 2.. we get

t J

t z t 3 - Vo + -Jv; + 2o.x
t J t 4 + t 3 - Vo + ~v; + 8ax

t
and if a =0 and consequently Vo > 0 , 2.. is equal to 0.25 [-]. As we can see, t 3 and t 4 are a

t1

nD
function of vo' a and x. The first 90 n x =- , is equal to 4-9 [mm], where D is the diameter

4n
t

t
at which the sensors are placed. In figure 3.13 we see a picture ofthe ratio 2.. as a function of Vot1

and a. The acceleration a ranges from -12000 to 12000 [rpm/s] for Vo ranging from 0 to 100

t
[rpm]. As we can see in figure 3.13, throughout this range 2.. stays between 0 and 0.5. As a

t1

constant direction of rotation is assumed as well as a positive vo' the minimum acceleration a

depends on Vo and x and is

_vz
o

amin =--
8x

Equations (3-1) through (3.8) hold as long as a> a min .
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Figure ).14 shows the area of figure }13 where a positive \10 and a negative acceleration a still

yield a constant direction of rotation.
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figure J.14: constant direction ofrotation with a positive Vo and a negative a

As we can see, this is only a very small part of figure 3.13 as the minimum acceleration is about 13
[rpm/51. At tllis discussion, a constant acceleration of the primary pulley is taken. As the
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determination of the direction of rotation takes less than 37 [0] ofprimary pulley rotation, it is safe
to make this assumption.

3.3.2. Changing direction of rotation

A changing direction ofrotation implies a negative Vo and a positive a or vice versa. There are

two posibilities for a change to happen within a period t]:

I: Before the second sensor senses a tooth, i.e. before t2 is determined

II: After the second sensor senses a tooth and before the first senses a tooth for the second time,
i.e. before t] is determined

Stating a positive Vo and a negative a, in situation I, both timers are reset when sensor I again

senses a tooth with a negative vo' However, as t] then is very short, a high speed is 'measured'.

After that, t] and t 2 are measured correctly with both Vo and a being negative, so no further

problems arise. Although the algorithm works with very narrow hit-crossings (whose width is
2'9*10-4 [s] due to the sampling frequency is of 3500 [Hz]), the sensor senses actual teeth and it

may therefore be possible that the change of direction occurs while the first sensor senses a tooth

and the very short t 1 is not detected. Then t 2 will be about ~ of t] as it is supposed to be and a

correct negative direction ofrotation is determined although the measured speed is a bit too low.

In situation II, when the change of direction occurs right after t 2 is measured, an incorrect

positive direction is detected because t 2 cannot be more than half of t] at a constant acceleration.

This is also the case if the change of direction occurs right before t] would be measured at a

positive vo' Then t2 may even be close to one seventh of t] and thus the direction ofrotation is

stated to be positive whereas is actually is negative at that time. In the first case the determined

speed may be too high or too low depending on how far from the start of t1 occurs, whereas in the

second case, the 'measured' speed is lower than the actual speed when the first sensor senses a
tooth for the second time.

This section leads to the conclusion that a minimum primary pulley speed CO p should be set

below which the determination ofthe direction ofrotation is rendered inaccurate and that the
direction of rotation should be kept at its last known good value until a high enough primary

pulley speed is reached. Also, situation I showed that unrealistically high values of cop may be

expected when the change of direction occurs right after the first sensor has stopped detecting a
tooth.

In the next chapter t.ne choice of sensor type is dealt with and some testing is described.
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4. Sensors

In this chapter a comparison is made between the two most commonly used types of speed
sensors. 1ben a description ofboth types of sensor is given. 1be different types of sensor body are
depicted and finally, the sensor is selected and the experimental evaluation is described.

4.1. Comparison of inductive and Hall-effect sensors

Both inductive and Hall-effect sensors give an output when subjected to a changing magnetic
field. 1be field is provided by a permanent magnet inside the sensor body and is modified by the
mOTIon of a ferromagnetic toothed wheel. Magnets are not required in the target wheel. As each
edge of a tooth passes the sensor, the magnetic field changes causing a change in the sensor
output.

1be two sensors may be used in similar applications. Where the precise timing ofa pulse, rather
than the pulse rate is important, for example, in engine timing applications, an inductive sensor
gives more accurate results. With appropriate packaging, inductive sensors can be used at very
high temperatures. For other applications, Hall-Effect sensors may be used. Hall-Effect sensors
are less expensive and the electrical interface is easier to implement.

4.2. Inductive sensor

Inductive sensors are used to sense the presence of a ferrous object and are generally not used to
determine speeds. 1beir main advantage however is that (near)zero speeds are detectable and
since the determination oft..he direction of rotation is most important at near zero speeds this is
the type of sensor that has to be used.
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figure 4-1: working principle ofan inductive sensor

Figure 4.1 shows the layout of an inductive sensor and typical output at low and high gearspeeds.
In an inductive sensor, the magnetic field around a fixed permanent magnet changes if a ferrous
target (eg. a toothed wheel) is moved in front of the sensor. The change is sensed by the voltage
generated in a coil ofwire in the magnetic field. The magnitude ofthe induced voltage increases
with the speed ofmovement ofthe ferrous object (i.e. the target wheel speed). The voltage
decreases as the distance (air gap) between the end ofthe sensor and the moving target gets
larger.

An IC accepts the voltage output and converts it to produce a switched pulse output suitable for
speed and position measurement. These circuits trigger when the voltage output passes through a
threshold (typically 200 [mV]). The detection level can be set lower, but the sensor would be more
susceptible to noise. The output ofthe sensor has to exceed the detection voltage before motion
can be detected.
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4.3. Hal/-effect sensor

Electronics
Package

Air Gap

figure 4-2: working principle ofa Hall-tif.fect sensor

Figure +2 shows the typical layout ofa Hall-effect sensor. A Hall-effect element is a small sheet
of semiconductor material arranged with a constant current flowing across it. The magnetic field
is supplied by a fixed permanent magnet in the sensor, a magnetised wheel is not needed. The
fundamental principle ofa Hall-effect sensor is shown in figure 4·3.

figure 4-3:.fimdamental principle ofa Hall-tif.fect sensor

From a semiconductor a thin foil is made. At two opposing sides broad contacts I and 2 are
attached. At the two other sides narrow contacts 3 and 4 are attached. Contacts I and 2 are put into
an electronic circuit which sends a direct current through the foil. This current II implies that
electrons migrate from 2 to I in the semiconducting foil. Without the presence of a magnetic field
these electrons will follow the shortest path through the foil and the latter will be in an electric
equilibrium. However, when a magnetic field with strength B is applied, perpendicular to the foil,
the electrons which are on their way from 2 to I will be bent away due to the Lorentz force.
Depending on the direction ofthe magnetic field the electrons will either be bent towards contact
3 or + This results in an electric field on the foil creating a small direct voltage U2 between the
contacts 3 and 4·
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4.4. Sensor body type

Three types of sensor body are most commonly used:

A) A totally closed design that ensures that the electromechanical assembly is fully encased,
making it particularly suitable for very high temperature applications.

B) A design with a small slot introduced into the body to suppress eddy currents. Eddy currents
impede the rate ofchange ofmagnetic flux through the sensor. By suppressing them, high
speed sensitivity and position measurement accuracy are significantly improved.

C) A body with the magnetic core exposed through the end- face ofthe sensor body. The air gap
between the sensor and the target can be reduced, yielding greater low speed sensitivity and
position measurement accuracy, whilst maintaining the improved high speed performance
gained from an eddy current reduction slot.

If the sensor is installed in such a way that it is surrounded by metal (e.g. when inserted into a
casting), which is the case, the eddy current reduction slot will have little effect and the closed
body type is recommended. Therefore we will be using the closed body type. Figure 4-4 shows an
open body design (top) and a closed body design (bottom).

figure 4+ open body design (top) and closed body design (bottom)

4.5. Choice ofsensor type

As shown, there is more complex technology in a digital sensor than in an analog sensor, which
makes it more expensive. The prices of digital inductive sensors and riigital Hall-effect sensors
however are nearly equal. These are the prices ofthe tested sensors:
analogue Hall-effect: € 9,-
digital Hall-effect: € 34,-
digital inductive: € 33,-
Honeywell rGTrorDC: € 45,-
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The latter one is currently used in the testrig to determine the speed ofthe primary pulley. It is a
digital Hall-effect sensor with built-in circuitry to detect nearzero speeds.

In testing the analogue Hall-effect sensor's output amplitude turnes out to be raised by increasing
pulley speed and decreasing gapsize (i.e. the distance between sensor and tooth), which doesn't
happen using a digital Hall-effect sensor. With a digital sensor, it isn't necessary to change the
gapsize when the pulleyspeed is changed, although in the catalogue specific gapsizes are
prescribed with specific pulley speeds and numbers ofteeth per gear. With higher pulleyspeeds or
a higher number ofteeth per gear the digital sensor allows for a larger gapsize without failing to
work.

We started off with Hall-effect sensors, as they are most commonly used for speed determination
ofgears in the automotive industry. The main disadvantage ofa digital Hall-effect sensor however
is that it has a minimum nonzero speed below which the output is zero. The one used in the
testrig is a digital Hall-effect sensor with built-in circuitry which can measure near-zero speeds
and outputs a square wave signal that has a constant amplitude. However these sensors aren't
available in a smaller size and we want to fit two sensors in the space used by this single sensor.

As two similar analogue Hall-effect sensors were tested when put as close together as possible, it
turned out that the signal ofthe first sensor was amplified by the presence of the second sensor.
The first sensor would therefore be used for the determination of the pulleyspeed, this being the
sensor that would first sense a certain tooth when the pulley is rotating in the usual direction, i.e.
when driving in Drive. Digital Hall-effect and inductive sensors were also tested, they did not
influence each other when put close together and produce a constant amplitude in their output,
but the digital Hall-effect sensors weren't able to detect (near)zero speeds. So, digital inductive
sensors appear to be the most suitable and will be used.

4.6. Testing

The currently used sensor (Honeywell) fits in a hole with a diameter of 17,9 [mm]. It uses Hall
effect with an integrated I.e., creating an almost square wave output. With a 12 [V] power supply,
the amplitude of the output is 10 V and the maximum gap size is 4 mm. As modifications to the
transmission housing are undesirable and two sensors are needed for the determination of the
direction ofrotation of the primary pulley, 2 sensors, either Hall-effect or inductive, will have to fit
in this hole with a diameter of 17.9 [mm]. In order to determine the direction of rotation ofthe
primary pulley the two sensors have to be placed at a 90 n offset preferably. This corresponds to
nD
-- =4-93 [mm]. The smallest sensor available has an M6 thread (outside diameter is 6,35 [mm]).
4n,

This means that, when put together as close as possible (thread in thread), the heart-to-heart

distance is 5.55 Imm]. Therefore the offset is not 90 n but 9°''<-(5.55/4-93)=101 n
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Two digital inductive sensors with a thread ofM8 were cast in a plastic tube, using a component
epoxy adhesive. The thickness of the tube at the sensor tip is only 0.5 [mm] at most, so that
detection of tooth is still possible. The offset however is 132 raJ, so that this package can not be
used in the testrig. Also two sensors without a thread, but with a diameter 6 [mm] were cast in a
plastic tube, which make for an offset of 121 n
Some tests with analogue M6-sized Hall-effect sensors, with a gap size, i.e. t.~e distance between

tooth and the tip of the sensor, of I [mm] were carried out. With one sensor at (j) p =360 [rpm] the

amplitude of the output is 0.08 [V]. Using two sensors and a distance of 0.25 [mm] between the
sensors, the peak voltage becomes O.Il [V] for the first sensor and 0.08 [V] for the second sensor.
When the direction of rotation is reversed the pealz voltages are also swapped. The presence of the
second sensor amplifies the peak voltage ofthe first sensor.

Belo"v the results are shO\vn t.l:tat were obtained using the assemby of the two digital inductive
sensors with a diameter of 6 [mm] being cast in a tube. Figure +5 shows the output of the first
sensor. The pulley is rotating stationary at about 430 [rpm].

Timers)

figure 4·5: output from first sensor

The output ofthe sensor is fed into the algorithm, described in section 3.2 and the resulting speed
is shown in figure +6.
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figure +6: reconstructed speed

The speed is reconstucted to be 415 [rpm], with some slightly higher values of434 [rpm]. These
deviations are caused by the fIxed step time of 2'9'~10-4 [s], where the time between two teeth at
this speed is only 7:>'(10-3 Is]. So talcing one timestep more or less between two teeth causes a
deviation ofroughly 4 %, which is seen in fIgure 4.6. At lower speeds the deviations will be
smaller. The reconstructed direction of rotation, which should be 0, is presented in fIgure 4-7.

figure 4.7: reconstructed direction ofrotation

The direction ofrotation is not predicted well. This turns out to be caused by block Intergrator2

not always being reset when it is supposed to be. Therefore t2 is sometimes taken too large and

thus t2 It] is too high. The actual direction ofrotation is 0, but because sometimes t 2 > O.Stl , the

direction of rotation becomes 1. Analog sensor testing showed that the presence ofthe second
sensor amplifies the output amplitude of the first sensor, see the beginning of this section. With
digital sensors this means that the fIrst sensor will pass the internal treshold ofthe sensor more
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easily than the second sensor. Although both digital sensors are placed at a similar distance to the
teeth, the second sensor whose output is not amplified, is at a critical distance, while the first
sensor is not. Therefore the second sensor sometimes detects a tooth and sometimes is does not
and thus Integrator2 is sometimes reset and sometimes it is not.

An assembly is needed with the sensors more close to the tip to see whether at all it is possible to
have a functional assembly within the allowed dimensions. A more careful study to the influence
of 2 digital proximity sensors on each other may confirm the explanation for the failure ofthe
determination ofthe direction of rotation presented above.
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5. Hydraulics modifications

In this chapter, the modifications to the hydraulics that were done during the traineeship are
presented.

Augmentations for the Stop-Go system first ofall involve two clutches. The first, Cs, is used to
decouple the secondary shaft from the secondary pulley and the second, Cf , is used to decouple
the secondary shaft from the flywheel. In order to control these two hydraulic clutches, two valves
are used which are steered by two solenoids. When the engine is not running the engine driven
oil pump is not able to deliver oil pressure to control the clutches. Therefore an accumulator is
used to deliver clutch pressure when the engine is not running. This accumulator is connected to
the hydraulics system via an auxiliary valve, the accumulator load valve. Finally, just behind the oil
pu..rnp there is a check valve to ensure that no oil will flow into the oil pump when it is not
running during an engine stop.

There are two extra valves in the ZI Stop-Go CVT hydraulics compared to conventional CVT
hydraulics. The flywheel clutch valve is used to operate the flywheel clutch Cf and the secondary
clutch valve is used to operate the secondary clutch CS ' Both auxiliary valves share a connection to
the drain. See figure 5.1 for the hydraulics lay-out of the ZI Stop-Go transmission.

The drain-connections ofthe two extra valves connect to the drain-connection ofthe reverse clutch
valve. The line that had these 3 drain-connections connected to the cooler-"in". This external
cooler can be dismounted ifneeded. Without the cooler installed, this line had a pressure of 1 bar.
Therefore the two extra valves could not release their pressure, so the secondary clutch would not
open. Although the extra valves functioned with the cooler in place it was decided to redirect the
bleed-off side ofthe valves to the actual drain to be on the safe side.
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figure 5.1: 21 Stop-Go hydraulics scheme before modifications

The hydraulics were modified, so that both auxiliary valves bleed off to the sump immediately,
while the drain connection of the reverse valve still connects to the cooler-"in". As there is always
an external oil cooler present in a car with a CVT and therefore a pressure difference between the
sump and the drain-connection of the reverse valve, the latter shouldn't be connected to the sump
directly. The results ofthe modifications are shown in figure 5.2.
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figure 5.2: 21 Stop-Go hydraulics scheme after modifications

The reverse clutch valve is a modified version ofthe conventional 'manual valve'. In the SG
transmission, Cd and Cr must be operated simultaneously. This is not possible in a conventional
CVT, due to safety reasons. The only way for both clutches to be closed is when the primary pulley
speed is zero. In the Brake phase of Stop-Go the primary pulley speed has to be braked to zero, as
it has to change sign. In a conventional CVT the primary pulley speed only becomes zero when
L."1.e vehicle is standing still. The pressure to t..h.e drive clutch Cd which is normally switched by the
manual valve, bypasses this valve in the SG transmission and is controlled by the 'drive clutch
valve'.
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6. Closure

During my traineeship several quite different aspects ofthe ZI transmission, from hydraulics to
control software have been dealt with. This is due to the fact that the ZI project was at its end and
only some minor (practical) issues needed sorting out. The first issue concerned hydraulics. Some
piping was modified in order to have lower drain pressures for the two extra valves in the ZI
transmission. The primary focus was on the determination of the direction of rotation ofthe
primary pulley. An algorithm was worked out and an assembly oftwo sensors to be fitted in the
existing mount for only one geartooth sensor was made. The determination ofthe direction of
rotation during tests fails due to an integration action not being reset accurately. This is probably
caused by the gap size between the second sensor and the teeth being too large, although the
algorithm itself appears to perform well in simulations. The determination ofthe primary pulley
speed works accurately. The test set-up can opJy be used to test the sensors and the algorithm at a
constant speed and with low accelerations. Testing in an actual CVT has to be done to investigate
the results at high primary pulley accelerations and a better sensor assembly then has to be used.
Finally this algorithm can be incorporated into the controller software ofthe ZI Stop-Go
transmission and the assembly of sensors can be fitted so that the ZI Stop-Go transmission can
be controlled safer.
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